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Abstract
This paper outlines a feasible employee premium contribution policy, which would
reduce the inefficiency associated with adverse selection when a limited coverage insurance
policy is offered alongside a more generous policy. The ‘‘efficient premium contribution’’
is defined and is shown to lead to an efficient allocation across plans of persons who differ
by risk, but it may also redistribute against higher risks. A simulation of the additional
option of a catastrophic health plan ŽCHP. accompanied by a medical savings account
ŽMSA. is presented. The efficiency gains from adding the MSArcatastrophic health
insurance plan ŽCHP. option are positive but small, and the adverse consequences for high
risks under an efficient employee premium are also small. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
More and more employers who offer health insurance are offering their
employees choices among different plans. It is virtually inevitable that some new
plan options will appeal more to employees at some risk levels than at others —
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even when risk is not the major reason why one plan is chosen rather than another.
In such circumstances, even the best designed program can lead, inevitably and
inexorably, to a process of plan selection that ends up concentrating higher risk
employees more in some plans than in others. It may also lead, if not perfectly
managed, to higher employer payments for health insurance than were made in the
initial state.
Neither of these phenomena is necessarily a problem for the employer. Whether
such selection is regarded as undesirable by the employer depends on employer
attitudes toward changing the compensation structure to favor employees at some
risk levels rather than others. Also, whether a process that concentrates employees
in either a more comprehensive or less comprehensive plan is inefficient or not
depends on the level and distribution of worker risk preferences, and of the effect
of insurance on the use of care. If risk aversion is relatively low and moral hazard
is relatively high, a ‘‘death spiral’’ against an inefficient low deductible indemnity
plan may be desirable. The problem, of course, is that with adverse selection, one
cannot be sure that the outcome will be desirable.
In this paper, we argue that employers can choose to take actions, which can
prevent ‘‘death spirals’’ and achieve an efficient allocation of employees to plans.
What the employer should do and, presumably, what the employer will do depends
on both the tradeoffs employment groups face and what the employer Žor union.
objectives are. We do not at present know much about objectives in such
situations, but we may be able to make some progress by describing and
simplifying the tradeoffs. This is necessary but not sufficient knowledge for
employer choices, but observing employer choices may be the best way to learn
about objectives.
We provide this summary of tradeoffs or options in a specific context: the
offering of a tax-neutral medical savings account ŽMSA. linked to a catastrophic
health insurance plan ŽCHP. in addition to a more generous indemnity plan ŽGP..
This option generates controversy because of the possibility that it will cause risk
segmentation through adverse selection. The actual amount and type of such
selection among a set of employees of varying risks depends on more than just the
properties of insurance plans; it also depends on the policies the employer adopts
to price out both the new MSArCHP and the old alternative plan.
There have been a number of conjectures and simulations to show that, under
reasonable assumptions about employee and employer behavior, offering of MSAs
will be likely to lead a substantial jump in premiums for more comprehensive
plans ŽNichols et al., 1996; Burman, 1997.; the possibility of a ‘‘death spiral’’
cannot be ruled out ŽZabinski et al., 1999.. This conclusion is surely correct under
some assumptions about employer behavior and objectives. But is there an
employer behavior that cannot only prevent a death spiral but can lead to an
efficient outcome? And will employers choose this behavior? We show that the
answers are ‘‘always yes’’ and ‘‘they might’’. For this reason, the predictions of
death spirals, ominous as they sound, may be overly gloomy.

